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Restaurant tomers sample several dif-
ferent types of dessert,
from apple caramel
supreme to a chocolate
mousse.

review:
The entrees at theAPPLEBEE'S restaurant are always well-

prepared, quickly deliv-
ered, and satisfying. The
portions aren't ridiculously
large like some other local

BY Connor Sattely

managing (Alm
elssoo)*psti.edu

By the time that most
students leave Penn State
Behrend, they have most
likely brought visiting par-
ents, friends, or a late-
night study group to the
nearbyApplebee's.

Possibly the best thing
about the restaurant is the
quality and professionality
of its staff. The employees
of the restaurant are
always friendly, helpful,
and quick with service.

Service aside,
Applebee's menu caters to
the public, but offers great
options for college stu-
dents as well.

restaurants - you get just
the right amount of food to
call it a full meal.

One dish that has been
gaining in popularity at
Applebee's is the Cheddar
Jack Macaroni with
Chicken. As one of their
pasta bowl entrees, this
dish is served with piping
hot Cheddar Jack cheese
over Macaroni with slices
of grilled chicken added in.

Other dishes have
impressed customers as
well. The buffalo chicken
strips at the restaurant
have a great sauce that
makes them justspicy

Their options to pick sev- enough to be enjoyed by
eral items in a combination anyone.
order for lunch lets cus- Fiesta lime chicken is
tomers try many different also a great choice on the
options in a meal at the menu. It is healthy, but fla-
restaurant. Their "dessert vorful, and is a great
shooters" also let cus- Mexican-type dish.

College students have draw for Behrend students
also appreciated the laid- The convenience of having
back, intimate setting of LionCash as a payment
the restaurant. Most agree option makes Applebee's
that it's a good place to an even more enticing
bring friends, or bring a choice for local dining in
date. Erie.

Applebee's also accepts
LionCash, which is a huge
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